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Abstract
We study stability of Runge–Kutta (RK) methods for delay integro-di+erential equations with a constant
delay on the basis of the linear equation
du
dt
= Lu(t) +Mu(t − ) + K
∫ t
t−
u() d;
where L;M; K are constant complex matrices. In particular, we show that the same result as in the case K=0
(Koto, BIT 34 (1994) 262–267) holds for this test equation, i.e., every A-stable RK method preserves the
delay-independent stability of the exact solution whenever a step-size of the form h= =m is used, where m
is a positive integer. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Let us consider initial value problems for delay integro-di+erential equations (DIDEs) with a delay
¿ 0,
du
dt
= f
(
t; u(t); u(t − );
∫ t
t−
g(t; ; u()) d
)
; t¿ 0; (1)
u(t) = ’(t); −6 t6 0; (2)
where
f : R× Cd × Cd × Cd → Cd; g : R× R× Cd → Cd;
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and ’ are supposed to be suCciently di+erentiable. Since the Drst systematic study was carried out
by Volterra [25], this type of equations have been investigated in various Delds, such as mathematical
biology and control theory (see, e.g., [11,16,20]). Numerical methods for solving DIDEs, which may
take more general forms than (1), have been also studied [2–6,8,10,13–15,22].
When  is constant, we can consider a simple adaptation of a Runge–Kutta (RK) method to the
problem (1)–(2). Let aij (16 i; j6 s); bi; ci (16 i6 s) be the parameters of an s-stage RK method,
where ci =
∑s
j=1 aij are supposed to satisfy 06 ci6 1, and let tn = nh; n∈Z, denote step points
with a step-size of the form
h=

m
(m: positive integer): (3)
For simplicity, we try to Dnd a solution to (1) on the interval 06 t6 N for an integer N . Approx-
imating both di+erential part and integral part in (1) with the RK formula, we obtain the following
approximation scheme:
Un; i = un + h
s∑
j=1
aijf(tn + cjh; Un;j; Un−m;j; Gn;j); (4)
Gn; i = h
s∑
j=1
aijg(tn + cih; tn + cjh; Un;j)
+ h
m∑
k=1
s∑
j=1
bjg(tn + cih; tn−k + cjh; Un−k; j)
− h
s∑
j=1
aijg(tn + cih; tn−m + cjh; Un−m;j); (5)
un+1 = un + h
s∑
i=1
bif(tn + cih; Un; i; Un−m; i; Gn; i); n= 0; 1; : : : ; mN − 1: (6)
Here, un is an approximate value of u(tn); Un; i (16 i6 s) are intermediate variables for the com-
putation of un. Each Un; i is also interpreted as an approximate value of u(tn + cih), and Gn; i gives
an approximate value of the integral∫ tn+cih
tn+cih−
g(tn + cih; ; u()) d=
∫ tn+cih
tn
g(tn + cih; ; u()) d+
∫ tn
tn−m
g(tn + cih; ; u()) d
−
∫ tn−m+cih
tn−m
g(tn + cih; ; u()) d:
An initial condition for (4)–(6) is given by
Un; i = ’(tn + cih); −m6 n6− 1; u0 = ’(t0): (7)
By the method of steps, (1) and (2) is transformed into a larger system of integro-di+erential
equations whose integral terms do not contain the delay , and (4)–(6) is nothing other than a Pouzet
type RK method (see, e.g., [9]) applied to the system. The following theorem follows immediately
from a fundamental property [9,21] of Pouzet type RK methods for integro-di+erential equations.
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Theorem 1. If aij; bi; ci are the parameters of a pth order RK method; then (4)–(6) is convergent
of order p.
The main purpose of this paper is to study stability of the RK method (4)–(6) using the linear
equation
du
dt
= Lu(t) +Mu(t − ) + K
∫ t
t−
u() d; (8)
where L;M; K are constant complex matrices. The study is closely related to those of in’t Hout [12]
and Koto [17], in which stability of numerical methods for delay di+erential equations (DDEs) is
examined on the basis of Eq. (8) with K = 0.
When f(t; u; v; w) ≡ f(u; v; w); g(t; ; u)=g(u); u; v; w∈Cd, and f(0; 0; 0)=g(0)=0, the linearized
equation of (1) about the equilibrium solution u(t) ≡ 0 is given by (8) with L = Duf(0); M =
Dvf(0); K = Dwf(0)Dug(0). Using Eq. (8) for stability analysis of numerical methods would be
natural from the viewpoint of linearization.
Although stability of numerical methods seems important for practical computation, there are few
papers which treat this subject in the case of DIDEs. In that sense, Baker and Ford [5] is remarkable,
in which stability of multistep methods is examined on the basis of a di+erent test equation (see,
also [24] concerning stability analysis for delay integral equations).
2. Stability of RK methods
Following P-stability analysis (see, e.g., [26]) in the case of DDEs, we consider the condition
that the zero solution of (8) is asymptotically stable for any ¿ 0 (delay-independent stability), and
examine stability of RK methods on the basis of the condition.
Let #(z) denote the characteristic matrix of (8), i.e.,
#(z) = zId − L− e−zM − z−1(1− e−z)K: (9)
Since z=0 is a removable singularity of #(z), we can regard #(z) as a matrix-valued entire function
with #(0) =−(L+M + K), and the zero solution of (8) is asymptotically stable if and only if all
the roots of det[#(z)] = 0 have negative real parts (see, e.g., Corollary 6:1 of Section 7:6 in [11]).
Hence, the delay-independent stability is characterized as
(S) det[#(z)] = 0⇒ Re z¡ 0 for any ¿ 0:
We Drst prove the following theorem by the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 3:1 of [12].
Theorem 2. Condition (S) is equivalent to the following three conditions:
(S0) det[L+M + K] =0 for any ¿ 0.
(S1) det[z2Id − zL− K] = 0; z =0⇒ Re z¡ 0:
(S2) ([(z2Id − zL− K)−1(zM − K)]¡ 1 for any Re z = 0 with z =0.
Here; ([ · ] denotes the spectral radius of a matrix.
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Proof. We Drst assume (S). Since det[#(0)] =0 for any ¿ 0; (S0) is satisDed. Moreover; it is
veriDed that
det[z2Id − zL− K] = 0⇒ Re z6 0 (10)
by RouchLe’s theorem. In fact; if det[z2Id−zL−K]=0 has a solution with Re z¿ 0; then det[#(z)]=0
has a solution with Re z¿ 0 for suCciently large ; since
z#(z) = (z2Id − zL− K)− e−z(zM − K) (11)
and e−z → 0 as →∞ for Re z¿ 0.
Suppose that det[z20Id − z0L− K] = 0 for some z0 =0 with Re z0 = 0. Without loss of generality,
we may assume that Im z0¿ 0 and det[z2Id− zL−K] =0 for any z ∈C with Re z=0; Im z¿ Im z0.
Since
([(z2Id − zL− K)−1(zM − K)]→ 0 as |z| → ∞; (12)
it follows from (S) that if Re z = 0 and Im z¿ Im z0, then
([(z2Id − zL− K)−1(zM − K)]¡ 1; (13)
i.e., all the roots of
Pz()) = det[)(z2Id − zL− K)− (zM − K)] (14)
satisfy |)|¡ 1. On the other hand, Pz()) is expanded in the form
Pz()) =
d∑
j=0
pj(z))d−j; p0(z) = det[z2Id − zL− K]; (15)
where pj(z) (16 j6d) are polynomials of z. We have |pd(z)=p0(z)|¡ 1 for any z ∈C with Re z=
0, Im z¿ Im z0, by the above condition for the roots, and hence pd(z0)=0 follows from p0(z0)=0.
Similarly, we obtain pj(z0)=0 for every j6d−1, which means that Pz0()) is identically zero, and
contradicts (S). Therefore, (S1) holds, and (S2) follows from (S) and (12).
Conversely, we assume (S0); (S1); (S2). Let C+ = {z ∈C : Re z¿ 0}, and let * denote the (Dnite)
set of the roots of the discriminant of Pz()) which are included in C+. Then, it follows from (S1)
that the roots of Pz()) are analytic for z ∈C+ \*, and ([(z2Id− zL−K)−1(zM −K)] is subharmonic
in C+ \ * (see, e.g., [1] concerning fundamental properties of algebraic functions and subharmonic
functions).
On the other hand, when z0 ∈*, the polynomial Pz0()) is factorized in the form
Pz0()) = p0(z0)
+∏
,=1
()− -,)m, ;
+∑
,=1
m, = d; (16)
where -, are complex numbers and m, are positive integers, and, in a neighborhood of z0, the roots
of Pz()) are expressed as
),;k(z) = -, + .,[!k,(z − z0)1=m,]n, + O(|z − z0|(n,+1)=m,) (17)
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for , = 1; 2; : : : ; +; k = 0; 1; : : : ; m, − 1, where n, is a positive integer, ., ∈C; ., =0, and !, =
exp(20i=m,) (see, e.g., Section 2 of Chapter 8 in [1]). From this expression it is easily veriDed
that for every ,; 16 ,6 +, there exists k; 06 k6m, − 1, such that |),;k(z0)|¡ |),;k(z)| holds for
some z ∈C+ \ *. Hence, by the maximum modulus principle for subharmonic functions and (S2),
we obtain
sup
Re z¿0
([(z2Id − zL− K)−1(zM − K)]¡ sup
Re z=0
([(z2Id − zL− K)−1(zM − K)]6 1: (18)
This, together with (S0); (S1); (S2), implies (S). In fact, it follows from (S0) that det[#(0)] =0 for
any ¿ 0. If det[#(z)]=0 for some Re z¿ 0; z =0 and ¿ 0, then ez ∈ 1[(z2Id−zL−K)−1(zM−K)]
by (11) and (S1), where 1[ · ] denotes the spectrum of a matrix. Hence, |ez|¡ 1 follows from (18)
and (S2), but this is impossible since Re z¿ 0 and ¿ 0.
By virtue of Theorem 2, we can generalize the main theorem of [17]. For notational convenience,
we represent the parameters of the RK method in the form A= (aij)16i; j6s; b= [b1; b2; : : : ; bs]T.
Theorem 3. Assume that (S) is satis5ed. If the RK method is A-stable and the matrix A satis5es
1[A] ⊂ {z ∈C : Re z¿ 0}; then the zero solution of the di8erence equation (4)–(6) for the test
equation (8) is asymptotically stable.
Proof. The RK method (4)–(6) for (8) is written as
Un; i = un + h
s∑
j=1
aij(LUn;j +MUn−m;j + Vn;j); (19)
un+1 = un + h
s∑
i=1
bi(LUn; i +MUn−m; i + Vn; i); (20)
where
Vn; i = hK

 s∑
j=1
aijUn;j +
m∑
k=1
s∑
j=1
bjUn−k; j −
s∑
j=1
aijUn−m;j

 : (21)
For n= 0; 1; 2; : : : ; deDne vn by
vn = hK
m∑
k=1
s∑
i=1
biUn−k; i: (22)
Then; (21) is rewritten as
Vn; i = vn + h
s∑
j=1
aij(KUn;j − KUn−m;j); (23)
and it follows from (22) that
vn+1 = vn + h
s∑
i=1
bi(KUn; i − KUn−m; i): (24)
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We refer to the original di+erence equation (19)–(21) as (A); and the extended equation (19); (20);
(23); (24) as (B). If one gives v0 by (22) for n=0; the di+erence equation (B) determines the same
un; Un; i as (A) for the initial condition (7).
We can consider (B) as an RK method (cf. [17]) applied to the delay di+erential equation
d
dt
[
u(t)
v(t)
]
=L
[
u(t)
v(t)
]
+M
[
u(t − )
v(t − )
]
; (25)
L=
[
L Id
K 0
]
; M=
[
M 0
−K 0
]
: (26)
In addition, it follows form (S1); (S2), (18) and[
zId Id
0 Id
]
(zI2d −L− )M) =
[
z2Id − zL− K − )(zM − K) 0
()− 1)K zId
]
;
that
Re z¿ 0; z =0; |)|6 1 ⇒ det[zI2d −L− )M] =0: (27)
Thus, by the same argument as in the proof of the main theorem of [17] (see also [18,19]), it is
veriDed that a characteristic root of (B) is either equal to 1, or included in the inside of the unit
circle.
To complete the proof, it suCces to show that 1 is not a characteristic root of (A), since every
characteristic root of (A) is that of (B).
If 1 is a characteristic root of (A), there exist u; U1; U2; : : : ; Us ∈Rd, which are not all zero, such
that un = u; Un; i = Ui satisfy (A), i.e.,
Ui = u+ h
s∑
j=1
aij
[
(L+M)Uj + K
s∑
k=1
bkUk
]
; (28)
u= u+ h
s∑
i=1
bi
[
(L+M)Ui + K
s∑
k=1
biUi
]
: (29)
It follows from (29) that
(L+M + K)
s∑
i=1
biUi = 0;
which implies
∑s
i=1 biUi = 0 by (S0). Thus, (28) and (29) imply u= r(h(L+M))u, where r(z) is
the stability function of the RK method, i.e.,
r(z) = 1 + zbT(I − zA)−11; 1= [1; 1; : : : ; 1]T ∈Rs:
Since #(z) = zId − L−M for = 0, we have
1[L+M ] ⊂ {z ∈C : Re z¡ 0}: (30)
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This, together with A-stability of the RK method, implies det[Id − r(h(L + M))] =0, and hence
u= 0. Moreover, since 1[A] ⊂ {z ∈C : Re z¿ 0}, it follows from (28) and (30) that Ui = 0 for all
16 i6 s, but this contradicts the assumption that u; U1; U2; : : : ; Us are not all zero. Therefore, 1 is
not a characteristic root of (A).
3. Stability conditions for the test equation
In the case of the scalar equation
du
dt
= 4u(t) + ,u(t − ) + 5
∫ t
t−
u() d; 4; ,; 5∈C; 5 =0; (31)
the conditions of Theorem 2 are represented as
4+ , + 5 =0 for any ¿ 0; (32)
Re 4¡ 0 and Re 4Re(4 N5) + (Im 5)2¡ 0; (33)
Im[(4+ ,) N5] = 0 and
[|,|2¡ (Re 4)2 + 2Re5 or Im 4= 0; |,|2 = (Re 4)2 + 2Re5] :
(34)
This is veriDed as follows.
By the Cayley transform w = (1 + z)=(1− z), the equation z2 − 4z − 5 = 0 is transformed into
(1− 4− 5)w2 − 2(1 + 5)w + (1 + 4− 5) = 0: (35)
Hence, (S1) holds if and only if all the roots of (35) are included in the inside of the unit circle.
By Schur’s criterion, we have
|1− 4− 5|2 − |1 + 4− 5|2 = 4[− Re 4+ Re(4 N5)]¿ 0; (36)
(|1− 4− 5|2 − |1 + 4− 5|2)2 − |2(1− 4− 5)(1 + 5)− 2(1 + 5)(1 + 4− 5)|2
=− 64[Re 4Re(4 N5) + (Im 5)2]¿ 0; (37)
which is equivalent to (33). Moreover, letting z = iy; y∈R, we get
|z2 − 4z − 5|2 − |,z − 5|2 = y
{
y3 − 2(Im 4)y2 + (|4|2 + 2Re5 − |,|2)y − 2 Im[(4+ ,) N5]
}
:
(38)
The condition (S2) holds if and only if (38) is positive for any y =0, which is equivalent to (34).
In particular, if 4; ,; 5∈R, 5 =0, then (S0), (S1), (S2) are reduced to
4¡ 0; 5¡ 0; ,26 42 + 25: (39)
This condition is generalized to a suCcient condition for (S) in the case of multidimensional
equations.
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Theorem 4. Let L;M; K (=O) be symmetric matrices. If
L¡ 0; K6 0; ‖M‖26 4max[L]2 + 2 4mim[K] (40)
and
(L+M)K = K(L+M); (41)
then (S0); (S1); (S2) are satis5ed. Here; “¡ 0” (resp. “6 0”) indicates that a symmetric matrix is
negative de5nite (resp. negative semi-de5nite); ‖·‖ denotes a matrix norm induced by the Euclidean
norm; and 4max[ · ] (resp. 4mim[ · ]) denotes the maximal (resp. minimal) eigenvalue of a symmetric
matrix.
Proof. By the assumption that K =O; we have 4mim[K]¡ 0. Hence; (40) implies that ‖M‖¡
−4max[L] and L+M +K ¡ 0 for any ¿ 0. Therefore; (S0) is satisDed. The condition (S1) follows
from Theorem 3 of Chapter 13 in [7; p. 245].
Let z = iy; y∈R, and v∈Cd. By making use of (41), we obtain
‖(z2Id − zL− K)v‖2 − ‖(zM − K)v‖2 = y4‖v‖2 + y2 NvT(L2 + 2K −M 2)v: (42)
It follows from (40) that (42) is positive for any y =0 and v =0, which implies (S2).
We Dnally present another example for which the condition (S) is satisDed. Let 4; +; 5 be real
numbers, and consider the second-order equation
d2u
dt2
= 4
du
dt
+ +u(t) + 5
∫ t
t−
u() d; (43)
which is rewritten in the form
d
dt
[
u(t)
v(t)
]
= L
[
u(t)
v(t)
]
+ K
∫ t
t−
[
u()
v()
]
d; (44)
L=
[
0 1
+ 4
]
; K =
[
0 0
5 0
]
: (45)
It is easy to see that when 5 = 0, the zero solution of (44) is asymptotically stable if and only if
4¡ 0; +¡ 0. We will show that (S) is satisDed if 4¡ 0, +¡ 0, 5¡ 0 and |5| is bounded by a
value determined from 4 and +.
Simple computation shows that
det[L+ K] =−(++ 5); (46)
det[z2I2 − zL− K] = z(z3 − 4z2 − +z − 5): (47)
Hence, (S0) is satisDed if +¡ 0, 5¡ 0, and (S1) is satisDed if
4¡ 0; 5¡ 0; 4++ 5¿ 0: (48)
The latter is veriDed by the Routh–Hurwitz criterion.
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Moreover, the eigenvalues of (z2I2 − zL − K)−1K are 0 and 5=(z3 − 4z2 − +z − 5), and it holds
that for z = iy; y∈R,
|z3 − 4z2 − +z − 5|2 − 52 = Y [Y 2 + (42 + 2+)Y + (+2 − 245)]; Y = y2: (49)
The condition (S2) is satisDed if and only if (49) is positive for any Y ¿ 0, which is equivalent to
+2
24
6 5 (42 + 2+¿ 0); −4(4
2 + 4+)
8
¡5 (42 + 2+¡ 0); (50)
when 4¿ 0. Since 4+++2=(24)=+(242 ++)=(24)¿ 0 for 4¡ 0, +¡ 0 with 42 +2+¿ 0, 4+−4(42 +
4+)=8 = 4(4+− 42)=8¿ 0 for 4¡ 0, +¡ 0, conditions (S0), (S1), (S2) are satisDed if 4¡ 0, +¡ 0,
5¡ 0 and |5| is bounded by (50).
In the case of DDEs, various criteria have been proposed for delay-independent stability (see,
e.g., “a guide tour” [23]). To Dnd such a criterion in the case of DIDEs seems to be an interesting
problem in linear systems theory.
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